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EI}ITORIAL

Although the assertion of the mass nreclia that the Pope has conv'erted to
Darwinism is a distortion of the tmth, we are concerncd that he has apparentlv
given Evolution far more credence than it cieseryes, probabl,v because he has
not been given access to the ftrll scientific case against the theory. Several
members wrote or phoned to discuss the issue, and I wish to thank them and
others who sent copies of articles and cuttings, which I have attenlpted to
review herein. I welcomed espec.ially the analysis of Brother Thornas Mary
Sennott, a long-time supporter, author of 'lhe Srx Days of Creation
(Ravensgirte Press. 1984 -unfortunately out of print).

Tlre question of the authoritative status of the 'Message' to the Pontifical
Acadenty may be unclear to some readeni, ancl { offei' these quotations
regarding the lirnits o{ Papal Infatlibility.

" 435. flave you to believe the ?ope whethxr what he says is true or not?
If a thing be not true, it is not to be acceptr:cl as truc, uo matter rvho says

it. But when a Pope defines intallibly, he cannot say what is not trrre, ancl

Catholics accept his official teaching precisely because it is intrllibly true. If,
prior to a definition, a Catholic was of a diverse opinion, then once the Pope
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has given the definition, such a Catholic becomes aware that his conjecture was
erroneous, and abandons it in order to have the truth.
436. If you are not obliged to believe all that tbe Pope says, how say
that he is infallible?

Because he is not infallible in everything. He is infallible only when he

speaks in virtue of his supreme office as head of the Church on matters of faith
and rnorals. He notifies us when he inteuds to define in accordance witb all
the conditions required for infallibility. This restriction to set occasions is as

reasonable as the restriction of the jurisdiction of a civil judge to his official
decisions in court." From "Rodio Replies", by Rew. Rumble & Corty, 1938.

"... her infallibility consists in the impossibility of her faith, her teaching,
or her decisions, in regard to faith or morals, not being in conformity with the
Divine word, whether according td Scripture or Tradition ... Yet we do not
mean to assert that the Pope in infallible as a private persotr ; for example,
when he is speaking to one or several ; or, as a Bishop, he is preaching to a

congregation ; or when he is writing as a theologian. In all such cases he

might make a mistake ; and since he has free-will, it is in his power to go

wrong and commit sin like any other man... "

The Student's Cotholic Doctrine, Rev. Chqrles Hort, 1926.
No-one is claiming that Pope John Paul II made a novel "ex cathedra"

doctrinal pronouncement last October, nor have I read of anyone claiming it
contained heresy. But we agree with those who consider it inadequately
expressed previous Catholic teachings on the subject of origins and Science. Fr.
Becker's latest issue of Watchmaker includes an Open Letter to the Pope:
copies of this issue (32 Azl pages) can be made available att2 each, post free.

Subscriptions. Many thanks to those of you who have already responded to
reminders to renew your subs.. and for the extra donations. To save costs,
acknowledgements will not normally be sent unless specifically requested, but
note that the renewal date should appear adjusted on the label of the next
number.
Disclaimer- The Editorial policy is to select articles for inclusion on the basis
of their relevance, interest and perceived value to the readers, not on the
religious position of the writers, some of whom are not Catholics. Hence
opinions given in signed articles are those of the writers, and are not
necessarily shared by the Editor.
WANTED. Requests for copies of materials have continued to increase, and
it would be a great asset to facilitate a response to have a P}IOTOCOPIER.
This would need to be of A,4 table-top type, in good working order, and
preferably capable of reduction/enlargement, Could anyone help, please? A.N.
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THtr POPB A$$D THtr itsRIiTrIIStri PRtrSS
Ertracts from October 24/?5 1996.

Pope yields lo theories on evolution
"'[he Pope said yesterday that Christian faith and theories about evolution were
compatible. providing tlrese rvere spiritual as well as material in uature...
scientists rvelcomed it as a major siep forward in the church's project to close
the centuries-old gap with the study of science." The Daily Telegraph

Evoluiion is more lhon iust o lheory soys lhe Pope
"The Pope has broken new ground by acknowledging the theory of evolution. ...
Tlre theory ... had previouslv been discounted by most catholics." Daily Mail

Vsticon's slow evolulion os il discovers Dorwin
"The Pope's acknowledgement of the truth of the evolutionary, scientific view
of the world's history ends a long rearguard action fought by the Roman
Catholic Church to maintain some literal sense for the book of Gene,sis ... pius

XII claimed that Catholics must believe there was a literal Adam ... lt is not
clear whether this teaching still binds Catholics: the catechism says only that
the account of the fall in Genesrs 3 uses figurative language, but affirms a
pdmeval event. a deed that took place at the beginning of the history of rnan."

The ladepe*deat

Pope ploces some foith in Dsrwin's theory of evoluiion
"The Pope appeared to sidestep the vexed theological question of whether, if
tlre theory of evolution frorn apes and Australopilhecus a{arensli through
Neanderthal man to lI<tmo sapiens is correct, creatures before modern man
had souls. But he said that, whatever man's origins, his soul was a divine
creation Marghareta Hack, a leading ltalian astronomer, sai<l the
prollouncement was an irnpotlant step "because for the first time the Church is
acc,epting evolution as a proven fact." Francesco Barone, a scientific
philosopher, told I/ Nlessaggero that, after Galileo's rehabiiitation, acceptance
of evolutionary theory was the latest in a series of steps lvhich were "mending
the tears" in tlre Church's relationship with science. Opposition to Darwinism
remairs staunch in the American Bible Belt." T'he Times

# iii';*l:**;;(id"K.x * x,it: x K,JK'* .#r+:'.x .# i1i *r :,s+,))K xi:l3 x. )k -xt,x ff {1.'11 y;'.;1;



Oclober Revolution? The Pope's Messoge-..

OCTOBER REVOLUTION ?
The Pope's Messoge lo lhe Acodemy of Sciences

New Teoching, Old Donger!

Suddenly on October 25th 1996 it was front-page headlines: "Evolution
More Than a Hypothesis"; "Scientists Applaud the Pope"; "Vatican's slow
evolution as it discovers Darwin"; "After Galileo, Rehabilitation of Man's
Animal Origins". The world press had no doubts - the Catholic Church has
cbanged its teaching to accept Evolution. Science magazine Nature ( Vol.
383, 31 October 1996) reported: "Papal confession: Darwin was right about
evolution," accompanied by a cartoon ape-Darwin evolving into the Pope.

But could the Pope's Message to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences really
have contradicted Catholic doctdne? Soon there were disagreements about
what he actually said, as well as what he may have meant. What is certain is
that Catbolics seem more confused than ever before on this subject!

Mistranslation clouds the issue.
The original Message was in French, in which the word 'une' can mean

'one' or 'a' - this ambiguity led to many being misled by the English version of
L'Osservatore Romano, (N. 44 - 30 October 1996) in which a key passage was
translated as; ",..new knowledge has led to the recognition of more than oae
hypothesis in the theory of Evolution." The Vatican Information Service,
Reuters, and the secular media in general had reported the phrase as

"evolution is more than just a hypothesis." The Catholic World Report (Dec.
'96), published a spirited article to prove that the media had got it wrong, but
had to apologise for it (Feb. '97) after the 'overly literal' translation was
repudiated from its source. Peter Wilders explains:

"The mistranslation has been taken by some as suggesting a more
nritigated approach to evolution by the Church. The original: '...de
nouvelles connaissances conduisent i reconnaitre dans la th6oie de
I'6volution, plus qu'une hypothdse' says that there is 'new knowledge'
which has led to evolution being considered not just a hypottresis but
'more than a hypothesis'. So the Holy Father is telling us that what the
Church thought was just a hypothesis has become more than that."

Referring to evolution as only an unproven hypothesis was the line taken by
Pope Pius XII, consistent with Leo XIII's teachings on Biblical studies. And it
should be appreciated that, in 1950, Piltdown Man had helped to convince a

generation that evolution had been proved, and Pius XII would have been
under pressure to take account of this. Three years later, it was exposed as a

1
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Oclober Revolulion? The Popels Messooe,..

frard, and the amazing design of the DNA genetic code was discovered. Both
the encyclicals Fluntani Ceneis and Providentissimus Deus ate referred to by
Pope John Paul IL

The rnedia pounced on this phrase "more than a hypothesis" as if it meant
"Darwin was right after all", which of course it does not say. Catholic
geneticist Professor Maciej Gierfych conrments:

"'lhe Pope affirms that such is the position of the world of science, which
need not necessarily imply that it is his own opinion. He also writes that in
many disciplines, independent of each other, there is a convergence of
research results towards this theory. which is an argum€nt in its favour.
This convergence, of couls€, is the consequence of specific interpretations
and not of factual evidence. The Holy Father's address permits such
interpretations, which is nothing new ... the Pope has now published that he
treats theories of evolution (note the plural here) as endangering the
teaching of the Church by reducing man to an animal, ...The rnost
important thing is that the Pope has again opened up the discussion on the
topic of evolution, a theme atheists would like to consider closed. fhere is
a long way from stating that evolution is more than a hypothesis to claiming
it is a proven fact." (ThePopspakonewlutbn, "Opoka" [The Rockl, Dec. 1996).

What is : "new knowledge" supposed to mean ?

Peter Wilders continues: "The growing body of scientists who have
abandoned evolution having found it to be devoid of facts, would very much
like to know what is this "new knowledge". 'I'he ltroly Father learned about
it from the Pontifical Acaderny of Sciences (P.A.S.). Its members are his
privilegecl advisors in scientific matters. 'fo show they are objective, they
include in their number non-Catholics and atheists. They do however have
a common faith, which is belief in the 'fact' of evolution. Non-subscribers
to this faith are ipso facto excluded from the Academy. Members enjoy
complete liberty of expression provided the central tenet of the faittr is

respected, Questioning evolution theory as the only possible explanation of
origins would be opening the door to a divine cause, and this would be
unscientific.

"The real new knowledge, however, is that evolution theory is in
turmoil. The Sovereign Pontiff should know this, but who is going to tell
him? Not the P.A.S., because they believe there must be a naturalistic
explanation of everythiug, so evolution must be lrue. '['o them it would not
be scientific to examine evidence which might adrnit the supernatural. His
scientific advisors, therefore, deem it their duty to censor frorn infonnation
destined for the Fope, all data critiquing evolution theory ... The progl€ss
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Oclober Revolution? The Pope's Messoge...

particularly in molecular biology, geology and information theory has led to
a mounting attack on the Evolution theory. The P.A.S does not consider it
necessary to pass this information to the Pope."

Just a restatement ot Humani Generis ?

A report "Darwin Revisited?" by Antonio Gaspari (Inside the Vatican,

January 1997) claims that the headlines falsified the Vatican's approach. The
Pope has merely restated the Humani Generis position, while acknowledging
the "considerable support hom scientific findings during the -50 years since Pius

wrote." He does not affinn evolution as certain, nor did he even mention
Darwin. Father Vittorio Marcozzi (88), Vatican specialist on anthropological
studies, advisor to three Popes and an expert at the Second Vatican Council,

"well known for his rigorous research and balanced appraisals" [!] stated :

" I agree with Cardinal Ratzinger that we cannot speak of creation versus
evolution, but rather of creation and evolution. To admit evolution does

not necessarily signif denying God's intervention. There are at least three
'moments' when divine intervention is necessary and evident: the

appearance of life, that is of the first otganisms; the evolutionary
possibilities with which God imbues these organisms; and, finally, the

coming of man, whose spiritual qualities implicate God's special
intervention... A billion and a half years have passed between the existence
of one-celled and many-celled organisms, and yet there seem to be no
intermediate forms linking the two... What explains such great evolutionary
leaps? Can they possibly be the result of material changes? I rather see a
divine intewention."

Since Fr. Marcozzi admits there is no evidence for evolution, why does he

continue to advise the Pope that it is supported by Science? And if he requircs
Divine intervention at all, he parts company with Darwin, Gould, Dawkins and

orthodox naturalistic scientists. Why not just accept Creation, then? And what

of the truths of Scripture and Tradition? All forms of evolution require the

fossil record of death to precede the appearance of Mankind, so how can God
have created a perfect world prior to Original Sin? Is he unaware of the

philosophical implications ? After all, atheist T,H.Huxley said that the theory

of evolution: "occupies a position of complete and irreconcilatrle
antagonism to that consistent enemy of the highest intellectual and moral life
of mankind - the Catholic Church."

Pope Fius XII and Tradition - misquoted and largely ignored
The furore tollowing this Message would have been very different if

sufficient weight had been given to Pope Pius's cautionary demands. It refers
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Ocfober Revolution? The Pope's Messoge...

to his wanring not to adopt evolution as prov€n, and that the human soul is
immediately created by God: the latter text is correctly quoted, and in Latin.
But there are two paraphrased references to Humani Geneis that appear to
give a different meaning fronr the original. In the first it states that: "...my
predecessor Pius XII had already stated that there was no opposition
between evolution and the doctrine of the faith about man and his
vocation, on condition that one did not lose sigbt of several indisputable
points." [3] The next says that the Encyclical "..,considered the doctrine of
"evolutionism" a serious hypothesis, worthy of investigation and in*depth
study equal to that of the opposing hypothesis." [4] [emphases addedl.
I cannot find any such statements in the text. Pius XII suspended judgement
on the first point to allow furlher research, and warned us not to accept
evolution as proven. The hypothesis was "serious" and "worthy of study"
because, as Pius XII put it, "theologians and philosophers must understand
these theories ... because diseases are not properly treated unless they are
rightly diagnosed." [H.G.91. He condemned Evolutionism as the root r:f
dialectical materialism, existentialism and modernism. Yes, it's serious - a

SERIOUS ERROR lll Research and discussion were permitted, on condition
that: "...the reasons for and against either view must be weighed and adjudged
with all seriousness, fairness and restraint." [H.G. 361 This rightly requires that
a balanced ("equal") methodolog3r is adopted - the Message implies that the

opposing hypothesis to evolution is of equal value. This is not*the case - the

alternative "view" is Special Creation. which has always been that of Tradition
and Scripture. The onus is on those who would plqyq Evolution true, before
the Church need consider reinterpreting the Bible, and on the P.A.S. to provide
the scientific evidence to allow a fair debate.

Teachings from Humani Generis omitted from the Message.

[The following points are listed here not to criticise their omission but to
enable the reader to make a comparison with the'Message'of John Paul ILI

(o) Condemns the philosophical errors related to evolutionism [-5,61.

(b) Condemns the rejection of the Church's authority to "presewe and
interpret divine revelation." [81

(c) Approves the use of reason in recognising the existence and nature of
God from the natural order of the created world. I2-4,25,29]1

(d) Warned of the dangers faced by those who. unable to distinguish truths
frcm erro6, "and fearing to be cortsidered ignorant of recent scientific
findings, try to withdraw themselves fionr the sacrerl Teaching Authority
and are accordingly in danger of gradually departing from revealed

tmth and of drawing others along with them into error." [01
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October Revolulion? The Pope's Messoge...

(e) Warned of the dangers of tbose who seek to reconcile things opposed
to one another in the field of dogma. [1] [e.g. creation and evolution]

(D Condemns those who deny that the Bible is immune from all error,
and who "in interpreting Scripture, take no account of the analogy of
faith and the Tradition of the Church". 122,231

(g) Condernns the denial of Original Sin. [261
(h) Insists that "new truths ... cannot be opposed to truths already

acquired." [301
(i) Demands the continued use of the Thomistic philosophical method.

[31-331
(j) Rejects polygenisms (many Adams) theory. l37l
(k) lnsists that Genesis 1- 11be treated as truly historical and inspired.

[38, 3el

Mixed reactions from some Catholics
While the world has rejoiced at another apology for the Church's past

opposition to Science, conservative Catholics have been sadclened and
distressed by what is perceived as the latest Papal embarrassment. Catholic
traditionalist Bishop Williamson puts this view: "... the Pope has recently
re-inforced the key dogma of secular humanism by declaring that evolution is

"slore than just a hypothesis", or theor-v. He is wildly wrong. The theory of
evolution is today discredited as unproven by more and more real scientists i.e.
scientists who respect reality." (Newsletter, St. Thomas Aquinas Seminary,
Winona U.S.A., 1.12.96).

On the other hand, the Faith movement, familiar to some of our readers,
received the statement "with enthusiasm," calling it "a genuinely Catholic
approach to the natural sciences," (FAITH Magazine, January-Febmary 1997).
One might askn on what doctrinal grounds can it be implied that the approach
of all the previous Popes, such as St. Pius X, was not genuinely Catholic?

Protestants agree'to disagree with the Pope.
The Pope's Message seems unlikely to assist the cause of ecumenism. .lohn

Bausor, editor of Christians in Science Education (No.12, December 1996)
refe rs to the Holy Father rejecting the notion of the evolution of the soul:

''Some'would regard this last point'as problematic..'[Many Chtistiansl would
be unhappy with the formulation'that the soul was created by God, but that
other aspects of human beings "arose naturally" ... The possibility that man's
unique spiritual c,apacity arose fiom the forces of "living material'' would
not, [o them, appear to be any sort of contradiction of ils being God's
oreation."

10-



Oclooer Revolulion? The Pope's Messooe...

So. to satisff Christian evolutionists. the Church now has to jettison the special
creation of the soul. But it doesn't stop there. Evolutionary biologists will
accept no compromise with Biblical creation : no creation of the soul, no first
pair, and no divinely guided process of evolution. Creationist Dr. Henry
Morris considers the Pope has gone much too far already;

"Fie IJPII] did include the small proviso that they should still allow God to
create each human soul. Atheism thus remains inappropriate for Catholics,
and that's a relief to knowl" {Evolution and the Pope, Back to Genesis,
Dec.1996).

Dr. David Rosevear, of the Creation Science Movement, used the phrase

"friendly fire", and remarked : "How sad that we get such strong opposition
from our own side in the battle for the recognition of biblical inerrancy."
(Creation, Jan.1997), Tragic and ironic, as biblical inerrancy is indisputably a
dogma of the Roman Catholic Faith !!! And what a missed opportunity to give
witness of such teachings to our separated Christian brethren,

No way forward this way.
We may hope that the Papal 'Message' has alerted more Catholics to the

importance of the Origins debate, an<l stimulate some response. F-r. David
Bec.ker bas composed an Open ktter to the Fope. and claims that Fr, Stanley
Jaki O.S.B. : "plaved a major role in composing the Message which Your
Holiness signed," thus explaining its bias towards theistic evolution. lle
recommends that the P.A.S. prepare a report setting out the ar€luments for and
against evolution, which would assist the Pope in preparing a comnre motative
encyclical for the Fiftieth Anniversary of Humani Generis in the year 2000.

T'he responsibility for correcting the current confusion lies, in Peter Wilders'
view, especially with the P.A.S. "It is uot the theologians of today who should
be blamed for doctrinal errors being taught; they like the Pope are victims of
the P.A.S. policy of withholding the truth and giving false information to the
Church. Evolution is not a fact, as they say, it is a purely naturalistic
hypothesis to explain origins to the exclusior of the supernatural.

"Evolution has now permeated all human thought ; its fruits of abortion and

moral decadeuce are plain to see. The Church is society's only hope for
recovery. But for that hope to be realised the Floly Fatlrer must be rescued
from the P.A.S. and given free access to the work and research of scientists
uninfluenced by evolutionary philosophy."

Pope lro XIII, in his Encyclical, "Satis cognitum," - 'I'he Unity of the
Church (1896) wrote: "This, then, is without any doubt the oftice of the (:hurch,

to w,atch over Christian doctrine and to propagate it soundly and without
corruption..." 'fhis is no time to compromise with Evolutioul A,^/.
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A RESPONSE to the STATEMENT of the
HOI-Y FATHER on EVOLUTION

by

Thornas |rlory Sennolt

On C)ctober 27, 1996, Pope John Paul II delivered a message on evolution to
the Pontifical Academy of Sciences which was holding a plenary session to
discuss The origins and early evoluion of life. This Academy was set up in the
form it has today by Pope Pius XI in * Motu propio issued in 1936. On this
60th anniversary of the Academy's founding, Pope John Paul II said: "I would
like to recall the intentiorrs of my predecessor Pius XI who wished to surround
himself with a select group of scholars relying on them to inform the Holy See
in cornplete freedoln about developments in scientific research, and thereby
assist him in his reflections." I This "scientific senate" then is intended to
advise the Pope on scientific matters.

There are at present 80 members of the Academy, including 26 Nobel
Laureates, representing a cross section of Academia foom all over the world.
They are chosen by the Academy itself and appointed for life by the Holy
Father. Inevitably then they reflect the mind set of secular Academia, the
religion of secular humanism witb its central dogma of evolutionism, and
Catholic Academia, the liberalModernist Establishment, also, according to St.
Pius X, with its central dogma of evolutionism. The members then are either
atheistic evolutionists such as Stephen Hawking, who says that the universe just
popped irto existence by a quantum mechanical {luctuation in the vacuurn, or
theistic evolutionists such as Fr. Stanley Jaki, O.S.B., who has taken Teilhard
de Chardin's place as the leading propagandist for evolutionism in the Church
today. It goes without saying that, since the Academy nominates its own
members, there are no creationists, Catholic or Protestant, represented. It also
goes without saying that they would give the Pope some bacl advice on the
subject of evolution.

John Paul tI began by recalling the encyclical Humani Generis which was
issued in 1950 by Pope Pius XII. Pope Pius had written:

Accordingly, the magisterium of the Church does not forbid that the
theory of evolution concerning the origin of the human body as coming
from preexistent and living nratter (for the Catholic faith obliges us to
hold that the human soul is immediately created by God) be investigated
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and discussed by experts as far as the present state of human sciences and
sacred theology allows. However. this must be done so that reasons for
both sides, that is those favorable and those unfavorable to evolution, be
weighed and judged with the necessary gravity, moderation, and
discretion. and let all be prepared to submit to tbe judgment of the
Church to whom Christ has given the mission of safeguarding the dogmas
of faith. On the other hand, those go too tar and transgress this liberg of
discussion who act as though the origin of the human body from
preexistent and living matter were already fully demonstrated by the facts
discovered and by reasoning on them, as though there were nothing in the
sources of divine revelation which demand the greatest leserve and
caution in this controversy. 2

So rvhile Pope Pius allowed evolution to be discussed as an hypothesis, he
insisted that it not be taught as a proven scientific fact. John Paul II
comments:

Today almost half a century after the publication of the Encyclical, new
knowledge has led to the recognition of more than one hypothesis in the
theory of evolution. It is indeed remarkable that this theory has been
progressively accepted by researchers, following a series of discoveries in
various fields of knowledge. The convelgence, neither sought nor
fabricated, of the results of work that was conducted indepeudently is in
itself a significant argument in favor of this theory. 3

The New Yot'k Times reported "fresh knowledge leads to a recognition of
the theory of evolution as more than just hypothesis." 't I'his is not what the
Holy Father actually said, despite the quotation marks, which is typical of the
New York Tines. This is a good example of what I mean about bad advice.
There is no convergence of new knowledge in favor of evolution" 'l'here are

lots of new speculations - the evolutionisls have to keep shifting their ground,
because all the new real scientific evidence is in favor of creationistn. L,et me
give a few examples of what I mean.

If Darwinism were true there should be abundant evidence ol it in the fossil
record. tsut after over a hundred years of diligcnt search the evolutionists have

been unable to find any transitional tbrms between the great classes, between
tish and amphibian. amphibian and reptile, between reptile, bird and mammal,
etc. So embarrassed are the evolutionists by these gaps in the fossil record that
they are turning again to the old "saltation" theory, that is that evolution
proceeds by quantum jumps. In 1940 Dr. Richard Goldschrnitt, after twenty
five years of unsuccessful efforts to breed a new species of gypsy rnoth,
proposed his "hopeftil monster" theory. Occasionally monstcrs are born, a
sheep with two heads, etc., rvhich usually die very quickly. But suppose, Dr.
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Goldschmitt suggests, that occasionally these monsters don't die, but live to
breed, and so pass on their odd genes to the nert generation. These creatures
could possibly bridge the gaps between the great classes, and since they
occurred so quickly they would leave no trace in the fossil record.

At the time this theory was completely ridiculed by his fellow evolutionists,
but in 1977 Stephen Jay Gould of Harvard suggested tbat Goldschmitt's
"hopeful monster" theory would have to be embraced in some form because of
the gaps in the fossil record, Gould called his own version of the "hopeful
monster" theory "punctuated equilibrium." Species are usually in a state of
equilibrium, he says, but at rare intervals they are punctuated by a quantum
jump before settling back into a new equilibrium. Gould thinks a new species
could evolve in this manner in 50 to 100 generations, or less than 100,000 years
for some species. This is considered practically instantaneous by orthodox
geological time standards and would explain why no transitional forms have
been found in the fossil record.

Lrt me go on now to some real new scientific knowledge, not just wild
speculations pretending to be scientific. In the May 1994 issue of. Daylight , a
Catholic creationist journal published in England by Anthony Nevard, there is
a fascinating article by a French geologist, Guy Berthault [now Dr. - k1"1,
The laying down of marine sediments - a revolutionary new prspective. Guy
Berthault is a Catholic and a member of. C*rcle Scientifrque et Histoique
(CESHE), a Catholic creationist group based in Belgium. The so-called
"uniformitarian" model of the geological column first formulated by Hutton and
later developed by Lyell, claims that sedimentary layers of rocks were built up
in the past at the same slow rate they are today. They were then able to claim
that the earth was several hundred million years old, thus providing Charles
Darwin with the time frame he needed to give his shaky theory some
semblance of scientific respectability. Here is Guy Berthault:

Rock strata appear as layers of rocks, one layer upon another, like
several carpets spread out on top of one another. If the layers were really
built up in this manner, then the top layer would be younger than the
bottom layer. Stratification joints were attributed to the hardening of the
upper layer during a period of time when the supply of sediment was
interrupted. the fossils embedded in the rock layers were generally found
to be deep-sea creatures at the bottom, then fish, followed by reptiles.
This appeared to confirm the idea that the layers represented periods of
time, and the progression of fossils reflected the progress of biological
evolution. Only the complete absence of any intermediate forms marred
this convincing interpretation of the layers of strata, or as it is known, the
geological column.
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If this picture is right, and layers really are laid down one upon
another, then how long does it take for each new ca{pet of sediment to be
laid down on the sea floor? Basing his estimates on the principle that
present-day slow rates have always obtained, the solicitor Charles Lyell in
1830 produced a geological time scale of eras, periods and stages
representing the passage of hundreds of millions of years. This
interpretation displaced the Flood geology and paved the way for Darwin's
ideas of evolution over vast aeons of time. 5

Berthault then describes a two year course of laboratory experiments which
he conducted in the hydraulics laboratory of the Engineering Research Center
at the State Univenity of Colorado:

As the water with its burden of coarse and fine sand progressed along
the laboratory channel, laminated layers began to be built up. The drop
in fluid velocity immediately ahead of the advancing deposit caused the
coaruer material to drop out first, to be overlaid by finer sand. Thus
laminae built up and progressed along the channel in the direction of the
flow. The laminations could be sbown to be caused by variations in the
curreot speed. The layer on the bottom was not laid down first then
followed by the next highest layer, and so on, as required by the
evolutionary column. On the contrary, the laminated layers were formed
upstream slightly earlier than the lowest layers downstream. 6

Berthault presents his revolutionary conclusions:
But what of the succession of fossils in such a rapidly formed

geological column? As the sediments are suddenly deposited, they engulf
creatures at the level at which they were living" So the succession
represents the different eco-spheres, from deep sea trilobites up through
fish to land-based creatures, entombed at virtually the same time in a

massive world-wide flood. ?

When Berthault presented a video-cassette of the results of his expe riments
at the Third National Crngress of Sedimentologists held at Brest, France in
1991, he was given a tremendous ovation by the 350 sedimentologists present,
and received no adverse criticism. One remarked how refreshing it was, having
listened to interpretations all week, to hear of real experimental science.
Anthony Nevard calls Berthault's demonstrations a "creationist breakthrough."
How different from "hopefirl monsters" and "punctuated equilibrium" !

lrt me continue with another member of CESHE (Cercle Scientifrque et
Historique), Professor Maciej Gierlych, who is head of the Cenetics
Department of the Polish Academy of Sciences' Institute of Dendrologjr. This
is from his Foreword to tlre excellent Creation Rediscovered, by the Australian
Catholiclayman Gerard J. Keane:
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Cradually as my children got to the stage of learning biology in school
and discussing their problems with dad, I realized that the evidence for
evolution had shifted bom palaeontology and embryologr to population
genetics. But population genetics was my subject!...Without my noticing it
my special field had become the supplier of the most pertinent evidence
supporting the theory. If evolution was proven in some field I was not
familiar with, I understood the need to accommodate my field to this fact,
to suggest explanations how it occurred in terms of genetics. But to claim
that these attempted explanations are the primary evidence for the theory
was quite unacceptable to me...

My primary objection as a geteticist was to the claim that the
formation of races, or microevolution as it is often referred to, is a small

' scale.example of macroevolution - the origin of species. Race formation
is of course very well documented. All it requires is isolation of a part of
a population. After a few generations due to natural selection and genetic
drift the isolated population will irreversibly lase some of its genes, and
thus as long as the isolation continues, in some features it will be different
from the population it arose from. In fact we do this all the time when
breeding, substituting natural with artificial selection and creating artificial
barriers to generative mixing outside the domesticated conditions. The
important thing to remember here is that the race is genetically
impoverished relative to the whole population. It has fewer alleles (forms
of genes). Some of them are arranged into special, interesting, and rare
combinations. This is particularly achieved by guided recombination of
selected forms in breeding work. But these selected forms are less
variable (less polymorphic). Thus what is referred to as microevolution
represents natural or artificial reduction of the gene pool. You will not
get evolution that way. Evolution means increase in the amount of
genetic information and not reduction of it.

The evolutionary value of new races or selected forms should be
demonstrable by natural selection. However if allowed to mix with tbe
general breeding population new races will disappear. The select genes
they have will disperse again, the domesticated forms will go wild. Thus
there is no evidence for evolution here. E

The Nobel Laureate, Jacques Monod, a molecular biologist, wzts otre of the
most militant atheistic evolutionists. He claimed in very emphatic terms that
the actual mechanism of evolution is random mutations. '...this central conc€pt
of biologr is no longer one among other hypotheses. It is the only one that
squares with observed and tested fact. And nothing warrants the supposition -
or the hope - that on this score our position is ever likely to be revised." e It
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is a real joy to watch Professor Giertych shoot this arrogant claim full of holes:
Mutations figure prominently in the evolution story. When in the early

sixties I was starting breeding work on forest trees everyone was very
excited about the potential of artificial mutations. In many places around
the world special "cobalt bomb" centres were established to stimulate the
rate of mutation. What wonderful things we were erpecting from
increased variability by induced mutations. All of this work has long since
been abandoned. It led nowhere. All we got were deformed freaks,
absolutely useless in forestry. Maybe occasionally some oddity could be of
ornamental value, but never able to live on its own in natural conditions.
A glance through the literature on mutations ouiside forestry quickly
convinced me that the pattern is similar everywhere. Mutations are either
neutral or detrimental. Positive ones if they do occur are too rare to be
noticeable. Stability in nature is the rule. We have no prooft for
evolution from mutation research. 10

Professor Giertych concludes his argument against evolution from genetics:
No. Genetics has no prooft for evolution. It has trouble explaining it.

The closer one looks at the evidence for evolution the less one finds of
substance. [n fact, the theory keeps on postulating evidence and failing to
find it, moves on to other postulates (fossil missing-links, natural selection
of improved forms, positive mutations, molecular phylogenetic sequ€nces,

etc. This is not science.
A whole age of scientific endeavour was wasted searching for a

phantom. It is time we stopped and looked at the facts. Natural sciences

failed to supply any evidence for evolution. Christian philosophy tried to
accommdate this unproven postulate of materialistic philosophies. Much
time and intellectual effort weut in vain leading only to negative moral
consequences. ll

Professor Giertych was able successfully to take on the wbole genetic
establishment in Poland in the pages of professional journals. He has
published this whole debate in a book, of course in Polish, and probably too
technical for the layman. Professor Giertych teaches at the University of
Kornik. If he had taught in this country [i.e. U.S.A.I, especially at a Catholic
college, he would doubtless have been fired, and the pages of the technical
journals denied him.

Why aren't Guy Berthault and Maciej Giertych members of the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences? Also why are there no Protestant creationist
represented? Dr. Walt Brown, a Protestant creationist, in his fascinating
hydro-plate theory [of Flood geology - Ed.l, is another good example of "new
knowledge". tz I hope I have now made my point where this "new
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knowledge" lies. So let us continue with the "Message" of tie Holy Father:
And to tell the truth, rather than fie theory of evolution, we should

speak of several theories of evolution. On the one hand, this plurality bas
to do with the different explanations advanced for the mechanism of
evolution, and on the other, with the various philosophies on which it
based. Hence the existence of materialist, reductionist and spiritualist
interpretations. What is to be decided here is tle true role of philosophy
and, beyond it, of theologr.
...Pius XII stressed this essential point: if the human body tlrkes its origin
from pre-existent living matter the spiritual soul is immediately created
by God....

Cnnsequently, theories of evolution which in accordalce with
philosophies inspiring them, consider the mind as emerging from
forces of living matter, or as a mere epiphenomenon of this matter, are
incompatible with the truth about man. Nor are they able to ground the
dignity of the person. 13

Stephen Hawking and the other atheistic evolutionists in the Academy
couldn't have been too happy with these statements, but by speaking of several
theories of evolution, some materialist but some spiritualist,. the Holy Father
unfortunately is leaving the door open for Father Jaki and the other theistic
evolutionists.

With man, then, we find ourselves in the presenoe of an ontological
differeuce, an ontological leap, one could say. However, does not the
posihg of such ontological discontinuity run count€r to that physical
continuity which seems to be the rnain thread of research into evolution in
the field of physics and chemistry? Consideration of the method used in
the various branches of knowledge makes it possible to reconcile two
points of view which would seem irreconcilable. The sciences of
observation describe and measure the multiple manifestations of life with
increasing precision and correlate them with the time line. The moment
of transitior to the spiritual cannot be the object of this kind of
observation... ra

The Catholic liberal/It{odernist Establishment was not too impressed with
the Pope's opening to theistic evolution; they have been convinced
evolutionists right along, despite the warniirgs of. Humani Genens

"Evolution is perfectly compatible with the Catholic faith," said Jude P.

Dougherty, dean of the school of philosophy at the Catholic Univenity of
America. "The statement is one ...[the pope] could have made when he
was a full professor at Lublin [a Catholic univenity in Poland] 30 or 40
years ago."

the
the
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David Beyers, executive director of the committee on science and
human values for the National Conference of Catholic Bishops in
Washington, said of the pope's message: "There is an advance there. The
church went from saying you could either accept evolution or some form
of creationism, to saying that now we'll accept evolution, which is the de
facto situation ailyway. Who questions evolution now in the Catholic
Church? I can't really think of anybody."

The Rev. Timothy Toohig, Jesuit rector at Fairfield University and a
physicist who conducts neutrino experiments on the origins of the universe
at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, said that most priests and
Jesuits, who make up many of the Catholic Church's scientists, have
always held out for evolution." 15

But if the Holy Father had continued on to tbe next paragraph in Pope Pius
X\l's Humani Geneis, tbe reaction of the media and academia would have

been quite different:
But as regards another conjecture, namely so-called polygenism, the

children of the Church can by no means enjoy the same liberty. No
Catholic can hold that after Adam there existed on this earth true men
who did not take their origin through natural generation hom him as

from the first parent of all, or that Adam is merely a synbol for a number
of first parcnts. For it is unintelligible how such an opinion can be

reconciled with what the sources of revealed truth teach on original sin,
which proceeds from sin actually committed by an individual Adam, and
which passed on to all by way of generation, is in everyone as his own. 16

Pope Pius is arguing from what is called the "analogy of faith," which means

that one doctrine of faith is in harmony with every other doctrine. The
doctrine of the special creation of man is not yet a defined dogma of the faith,
so on the related question oi polygenism, Pope Pius argues from the doctrine
of original sin which rs a defined doctrine of the faith. Here is one of the

decrees of the C-ouncil of Trent to which he is referring:
If anyone asserts that Adam's sin was injurious only to himself alone

that he lost the holiness and justice which he had received from God, and

not for us also; or that after his defilement by the siu of disobedience, he

transmitted to the whole human tace only death and puuishment of the

body but not the sin itself which is the death of the soul: let him be

anatbema. For he contradicts the words of the Apostle: "As through one

rnan sin entered into the world and through sin death, and thus death
passed into all men because all have sinned" (Rom. 5:LZ). t7

Modern scientific opinion on the origin of man is based on population

genetics. This requires large breeding populations for successful mutations to
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occur with sufficient frequency for natural selection to operate. The Nobel
Laureate Jacques Monod, an atheistic evolutionist, writes: "...In so large a

population, consequently, mutation is by no means an exceptional phenomenon:
it is the rule. And it is within the broader framework of population, not of
isolated individuals, that selective pressure is exerted." r8

r\ccording to current scientific opinion, the evolution of man required a

large population of hominids for a successful hurnanizing mntation to have
taken place. This precludes the possibility of a single first couple (Adam and
Eve) and is what is krrown as polygenism, many first parents as opposed to
monogenism, a single pair. The notion of a simultaneous humanizing muiation
in both male and fernale individuals is considered mathematically impossible.
However it is clear from Scripture, and it has been the constant teaching of the
lVlagisterium of the Church, that we are all descended from Adam and Eve.
But weighed down by a heavy feeling of inferiority towards the opinions of
contemporary science, many Catholic theologians have abandoned the Church's
traditional teaching on monogenism and have espoused polygenism. For
example, Teilhard de Chardin, perhaps the most famous Catholic theistic
evolutionist, writes: "...Thus in the eyes of science, which at long range can
only see things in bulk, the '{irst man' is, and can only be a crowd, and his
infancy is made up of thousands and thousands of years." tu

This espousal of polygenism has forced some Catholic evolutionists to deny,
or at least cast doubt on, the doctrine of original sin. Robert Faricy, S.J. in his
Teilhard de Chardin's Theologt of the Christian in the World writes:

In Teilhard's theory original sin cannot be localised in time or space;
it is not an event in a historical chain of events. Rather, it is a global
modality of evolution. From this point of view our conception of original
sin "considered in its cosmic basis - as opposed to its historical actuation
by the first beings - tends to be absorbed by the very mechanisrn of
creation." For if creation is thought of as progressive unification, ften
"original sin iepresents the negative forces of counter-evolution."
...The acceptance of his hypothesis would incidentally free us from tlre

obligation, heavier every day, of paradoxically making the whole human
race derive from oue couple, In T'eilhard's theory, Adarn is
"universalized." "Strictly speaking there is no Adam. Under this name is
hidden the universal law of reversion or perversion." Evil is "the ransorn
of progress." ln T'eilhard's view Adam is a symbol that all men are boru
fallen, that all are marked by original srn the instant they become
membe$ of mankind. Ilut men are not born in original sin because of
some aboriginal sin of a primitive Adam.. rnen are bom in original sin
because this is the law of the universe, the cosmic condition of a world in
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evolution. 20

If there is no original sin, there is also no Redemption, no need for Jesus to
have died on the Cross. And also, which I find particularly galling, there was
no Immaculate Conception; no "O Mary conceived without sin, pray for us

who have recourse to thee." Karl Rahner, S.J. was a leading promoter of
evolutionism, and while it is logical, granting his denial of original sin, it still
comes as a shock, that he would dare to attack the Immaculate Conception:

The dogma [of the Immaculate Conception] does not mean that the
birth of a being is accompanied by something coutaminating, a stain, and
that in order to avoid it Mary must have had a privilege. The Immaculate
Conception therefore consists simply in the possession, from the beginning
of her existence, of the life of dMne grace, which was given her. From
the beginning of her existence Mary was enveloped in the redeeming and
sanctirying love of God. Such is, in all simplicity, the content of the
doctrine that Pius IX solemnly defined as a truth of the Catholic faith, in
the year 1854. 21

This denial of original sin is Pelagianism pure and simple. Pelagius also
taught that one could be saved by good works alone, that faith and baptism,
and consequently the Church, were not necessary for salvation. 'I'he

Neo-Pelagians of today hold the same doctrine. Father Rahner writes:
...There can be and actually are, individuals who are justified in the grace

of God, who attain to supernatural salvation in God's sight (and,
moreover, to Christ as well), yet who do not belong to the Church or to
Christendom as a visible historical reality as a result of having been
touched by the preaching of the gospel in any concrete "this worldly" sense
at any point in their lives. No truly theological dernonstration of this
thesis can be supplied here from scripture or tradition. Such a
demonstration would not be easy to make, because the optimism of
nniversal salvation entailed in this thesis has only gradually become
clear. 22

Father Rahner believes in evolutiou for which there is no scientific proof,
and in un.iversal salvation whicb he can't demonstrate from Scripture or
Tradition! The full title of Humani Generis is Concerning Some False
Opinions Threatening to Undermine the Foundations of Catholic Doctine.
Orte of these false opinions with which we at St. Benedict Center became
closely associated, is the Pelagian doctrine that one can be saved outside the
Catholic Church. Pope Pius writes: "Some reduce to a meaningless formula
the necessity of belonging to the true Church in order to gain eternal
salvation." F Humani Generis was issued at the height of the Father Feeney
case.
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...the l{erv York Times telephoned, and asked for Father Feeney.
"We have the translation of the Pope's encyclical, Humani Geneis," the

?imes man said, "and we checked bis pronouncement on salvation
outside the Church with the release you gave us when you were silenced.
In that release you said theologians today are making the doctrines of the
Church absolutely meaningless. Did you know the Pope says the same
thing in this new enryclical? He says: 'Some reduce to a meaningless
fbrmula the necessity of belonging to the True Church in order to gain
salvation.' Wiil you give us a statement?

The editions of the New York Times for tbe next day carried Father
Feeney's statement, and newspapers all over the United States printed the
United Press release of Father's story of his joy and relief - for the
salvation of souls - at the l{oly Father's confirmation of the Church's
solemn doctrine. 2a

We should continue to pray hard for the Holy Father, John Paul II,
especially to Our Lady of Good Counsel. Despite the one weak paragraph at
the beginning, and the wishftil thinking of Catholic theistic evolutionists, the
Message comes down clearly in support of Pius XII's encyclical Hamani
Geneis, Indeed I don't see how it could possibly be otherwise, since Humani
Generis is drawn entirely from Scripture and Tradition. Humani Geaerrs has
made it impossible for Catholics to hold the theory of the evolution of man,
even so-called "theistic evolution," in its current "scientific" form, The current
theory cannot possibly be true, because it demands a wide-breeding base in
order that a so-called "humanizing" mutation might occur. This requires
polygenism, many Adams and Eves, and necessarily rejects monogenism, one
Adam and Eve, on which the defined doctrine of original sin depends. Many
Catholic theologians such as Teilhard de Chardin and Karl Rahner felt that
they had to accept the theory of evolution, denied the historicity of Adam and
Eve and consequent.ly the doctrine of original sin. If there is no Adam and
Eve, there is no original sin, and if there is no original sin there is no
Redemption, aild our faith is vain.

****+*,****{.*****)k
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No, 96

'I tell you thot He will auenge
them speedily, Neuertheless when

the Son of man corneth, shall
He find failh on the earth?"

( Luhe t8:8)

EVOLUTIONAND TTff POPE

According to the Vatican Informadon
Service in a newsrelease on October 23,
Pope John Paul II was reported as saying
that evolution is "more than just a theory."
This seerns to mean, despite the t€nuous
wording, that he now considers evolution a

scicntific fact. His written message to his
science advisers, the Pontifical Academy of
Sciences, speaks of "a series ofdiscoveries
made in different spheres of knowledge"
which have convinced him to make this bold
statement supporting evolution and suggest-
ing that his millions ol followers do the
same,

One cannot help suspecting that thb recent
iipate of cvcnts and rlcdia arlicles "puffing"
evolution is being orchcstrated somewhere
to combat the modem rqsurgence of creal
tionism around the world. The facts are so

trivial but llrc propagandl hns l>een so high
and mighly. Thcre was that widespread fu-
ror, for example, about the lone Colorado
student who had lhe ternerity tr: ask his local
school to tonc down its tlogrnatic teaching
of the naturalistic origin of lit'e.

And what about the sudden media an-
nouncemcnt that a small rock found in Ant-
arctica has now "proved" that life has
evolved all over the universe? There is also
the widespread publicity about Bill Moyer's

*Dr. Henry Morris is Founder and Prcsidcnt Emeritus of ICR.

Henry M. Morris*

series of public telecasts rethinking Cene-
sis. And a new s€ries of anti-creationisl
articles in sueh establishment journals as

Time, Harper's, Ldc, Scientifrc American,
Newsweek, and others,

Now comes the Pope with his "surprise"
announcement that it is acceptable for
Catholics to believe and teach evolution-
ism. He did include the small proviso that
they should still allow Cod to create each

human soul. Atheism thus remains inap-
propriatc for Catholics, and that's a relief
to knowl

A$ a matter of fact, this public papal

evolutionism is hardly a surprise to anyone
who has followed the pnrnouncements of
the last four popes, or who is familiar with
the tcachings of the various Catholic col-
leges and seminaries in this country. Even
the last true conscrvative popc, Pius Xll,
in his famous 1950 encyclical, Humsni
Generit, while not promoting evolution-
ism and still seeming to lcan toward spe-

cial crcation, did make a point of allowing
Catholics lo study and accept evolution
as a scientific theory of origins, again with
the limitation that God created the soul,
and that all men are descendants of Adarn,
rlong with the doctrine of original sin as

inherited from Adam.
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The freedom to study and teach evolution
with this constraint scemed very quickly to
result in the widespread acceptance of the-
istic evolutionism in Catholic institutions and

churches everywhere. As far as the present

pope, John Paul ll, is concerned, he has been

an evolutionist in this sense probably since
his youth. Despite this sudden supposed sur-
prising pontificating, it is nothing new to his
personal beliefs.

Pope John Paul Il was Karol Wojtyla, Car-
dinal of Krakow when he was named pope

in 1978. He had eadier been an actor and

was apparently quite comforlable as a goy-
ernment-approved ecclesiastic in Commu-
nist Poland. When he was electcd popc, his
election was enthusiastically endorsed by Po-
land's Communist Parfy and by World com-
munism in general. Since his election, he has

seemingly been promoting a syncretislic
agenda, not only with Protestants but also
with Hindus, Lamaish, and others. In any
event, he is not a recent convert to evolu-
tionism, as the media have implied.

Perhaps the most influential evolutionist
among Catholic theologians was the Jesuit
priest, Teilhard de Chardin, now considered
in effect to be almost the "patron saint" of
the New Age movement with his strong pan-
theistic evolutionism. Teilhard was involved
in the controversial discovcries of both Pilt-
down Man and Peking Man, and vigorously
promoted total evolutionism all his life,
greatly influencing such leading secular evo-
lutionists as Theodosius Dobzhansky'
George Gaylord Simpson, and Sir Julian
Huxlcy. His books were banned at one time
by the Catholic church but have apparently
become respectable, and even very influen-
tial among Catholics during the reigns of the
recent more liberal popes.

There have been many other leading evo-
lutionary scientists in the domain of Catholi-
cisnr, and this description would certainly
apply to most of the scientists of the Pon-
tifical Academy. On the other hand, we need

to recognize that there are many strong crea-

tionists, not only anurng liry Catholics, but
also among Catholic scientists as well. We
could mention Dr. Cuy Berthault of France,
for example, whose s{udies on sedimentation
have been profoundly signilicant in refuting
geological unilbrmitarianism. Two ltalian
creationisls, Dr. Roberto Fondi (paleontolo-
gist) and Dr. Ciuseppe ,Scrrnonti (geneticist)

have published inrportant scientific books
and papers refuting evolution. There are
many others.

In this country, Dr. Wollgang Smith, born
in Austria but educated in this country (at

Cornell, Purdue, and Cblumbia, in physics
and mathematics) and having served since
1968 as Prot'essor of Mathcruatics at Oregon
State, afler previous faculty positions at
M.l,T. and U.C.L.A., has written a devastat-
ing critique of de Chardin's teachings and
evolulionism in general. ln lhis book, he says

that the doctrine of macroevolution 'l's tolal/y
bereft of scientiJic sanctio,t" (Teilhardism
and the new Religion. Tan Books, 1988, p.

5; emphasis his.) He then adds that "there
€xists to this day not a shred of bona Jide
scientific evidence in support of the thesis

that macroevolu tionary transformations have

ever occurred." (lbid., p. 6.)
It is too bad that Pope John Paul Il (who

is not a scientist) did not consult such real

Catholic scientists as Wolfgang Smith before
glibly stating, as he did, that "new knowledge
leads us tu rccugnir.c irt lhc theory of €vo-
lution morc than a lrypotlrcsis." Just what

new knowledge woul(l that be, Pope John

Paul ll? Possibly the Mars rock? Or the fan-
tasy ol'a walking whalc'/

One wondcrs whcthcr hc ruight be thinking
of Teilhard's farnous deinition of evolution
when he says it is more thun a hypothesis.
Here is rvhat 'l'cilhartl sairlr

Is evolution a theory, a system, or a

hypothesis'l It is nruch rnore; it is a

gcncral contliliou to wlrich all theo-
ries, all systerns, all hylxrtheses must

bow. . . . Evolution is a light illumi-
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naling all lacts, a curve that all littcs
rnusl follow. (The Phenonrcnon of
Man. Hnrper and Row i96.5, p. 219.)

Evolution lva!, to all intents antl purinses,
't'cilhard's "god," and his goal was globalism,

a unified world government, culture, and re-

ligion, with all retigions nrerged into one.
'l'herc are ntore and more sig,rts thilt such

globalism is also the aim of Rrpc Johtr Paul

ll and other nrodern liberal Catholics. lf so,

this publicized commitment to cvolutionism
would corrtribute substanlially lo.such r goal.

All world religions-including rnost ol
nrainline Protestanlism, as well as Hinduism,
lludrjhisnr, ilnd lhe rest*exccpt lor Bibiical
Christianity, Orthodox Jutlaisnr, antl Funda-
mentalist Islam, have embraced some form
of evolutionism (either theistic, deistic, or
puntheislic) arrd rejectcrl or allcgoriz.cd the

lruc record of origins in Cenesis. The pope

has participated in important meetings with
lcaders of Communism, Zen Budcihism, Hin-
duism, Taoism, Lamaisrn, and others, as well
as the World Council of Churches, the Trilar
eral Commission, the B'nai B'rith of liberal
Judaism, and a wide assortmenl ol still oth-
els. He has lraveled to lndia, Australia, the

llnited States, and all over the world in his

bullet-prool "popemobile," speaking to im-
rnense crowds everywhcre.

All cults and movements associated with
thc "new wolld order" oi the so-cullcd New
Agc Movcrnent have two things in cotit-
nron*evolutionism as their basc anrl glo-

bulism as their goal. It is disturbing now to
sce even many larSe evangelical lllovernents
(c.g,, Promise Keepers, charisruttir; cctlllcn-
isn)) inadveitently rlrifting into thc sanre orbit
while eulogizing this evolutionist pope.

'lhe pope insists, of course, that Calholic
evolutionists nrust still believe that Cod
slarted the universe with its Big l)ang and

still creates each human soul. 'l'hc scientific
r:slilblishrncnt, lxtwovcr, will n(:vcr bc ton-
tcnt ultirnatrly with anything lsss lhun tolal
evolutionism,

Thc rnan who is believerl by ntany to be

thc rvolltl's greillcst living scicntist, .Stephr-^tt

W. Hawking, has an insightful cttrtrnrcnt rc-
garding his own audience with the pope, in

his best-sclling book, A Brief History oJ'l'inr
(Bantam Br:oks, 1988). He had been a

speaker at a high-level papal scientific con-
lerence on cosnrology. Al'ter which hc rlc-

scribes his encounter lhus:

At the end of the conl'erence tne plr-
ticipants werc granted an audicncc
with thc pope. Ile toltl us it was all

right m study tlre evolution ol the uni-
verse aller the Big Bang, but we

should not inquire into the Big tlang
itsclf because that was the nrrlnrent of
creation and therefore the work of
Cod^ I was glad then that he did not

know thc suhject of the talk I had.lust
given at lhe conl'erence-the possibil-
ity that space-time was lrnite but had

no boundary, which means that it had

no beginning, no moment ol Creation
(p. I l6).

That bcing the case, according to his co.s-

mological mathcmatics, he concludcs: "Wlrlt
place, then, fbr a Creator?" (p. 140). Hawk-
ing's book reltrs lrequently to Cod, but he

ends up concluding in his heart: '"1'here is

no god." And such must inevitably bc the

ultimate logical conclusion of any consistcnt
evolutionisnr.

Anrorrg lhc nrust lxrignant vcrscs itt tltc
Bible, with its reality coming tnore and ntore

into focus these days, are the words of thc

Lord Jesus in Luke l8:8:

"lVhen the Son ol man cometh,
will He find lailh on lhe earlh?" /;ll
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DOES IT HELP TO COMPROMISE WITH EVOLUTION?
John D. Morris, Ph.D.

DNA studies have concluded we all came

froln a single woman and a single man. Evo-
lutionary biologists likewisc reject the notion
that cvolution took placc under "divine
Providence." While many Christians try to
comtrine evolution and creation, evolution
is in essence, naturalism-the denial of the

supernatural. Survival of the fittest, extinc-
tion of the less flt, bloodshed, etc.-these
are not godly processes, leading those who
accept evolution to reject the notion ofGod.

And this is the point. Evolutionary natu-
ralism and Biblical theism are opposite con-
cepts. They cannot both be true. Both are

religious concepts about who we are*-cre-
ated by God and accountable to Him for our
actions, orevolved through natural processes

and fully autonomous in our decisions. Per-

sonal freedom is at stake in the origins de-

bate, and this is why the attacks against

creation are so vicious.
Perhaps today's Christian "quasi-creation-

ists" can learn a lesson here. lt does no good

to compromise evolution and creation. In ad-

dition to being incompatible, such a comPro-

mise won't be acceptable to one's evolutionary

collcague.s. Nor is it allowable in Scripture.

My warning to nry scicnlifically nrinded

Christian broihers and sisters is that com'
promise never works, Combining any form
of long-lgc cvolution with Christianity
will nor satisly cvolutioni.sts, not will it
bring commendation from God or glory to

tlin.
Rcccnt crealion tlocs have unanswcrecl sci-

cntilic questiorrs. 'l'his is true of all science.

But creation thinking has many wonderful
answers. I appeal to all creationist scientists

to pitch in and help solve the remaining
questions, compromising neither scicnce nor

Scripture. (F

On October 23, 1996, Pope John Paul II
announced lo the Pontifical Academy ofSci-
cnccs lhnt cvolulion was "more than a hy-
pothesis," and sanctioned its study and
teaching in Catholic circles. This was really
nothing new. ln 19.50 the same academy rec-

ommended to the Pop'e that restrictions be
relaxed. An encyclical resulted, giving
Catholics great latitude in teaching evolu-
tion, as long as it was lftcrslic evolution,

But even this was not enough, and over
the years Catholic academicians have joined
secular peers in lobbying for a total evolu-
tionary view. In short, what is being de-
manded is total naturalism, with no
supernatural involvement at all, identical to
the strict naturalism of the secularist.

Consider the discus.sion of the 1950 en-
cyclical in the 1986 Encyclopedia Britan-
nica, vol. 18, pg. 997, under tbe entry 'The
Theory of Evolution," 'The Vatican leaves

open the question of the evolution o[ man's
bo<iy, provided il be believed that the body
was derived from other living matter, that all
mankind is descended from one pair (Adam

and Eve), that man's soul was created by Cod,
and that evolution took place under the dis-
pcn.sation of Divinc Providencc. Scicnce can-

not comment on the soul, but the other provisos

are unaccey tablc lo evolutionary biologists."
The question is: Does compromise work'i

By atlding long agcs and evolution to lhe
Ifiblical teaching ofcreation, docs this satisfy
cvolutionists? As we cnn sce from the ency-
clopcdia, the answcr is a clcar nol

"Evolutionary biologist.s" find "unaccept-
able" thc notion that man's body along with
all life did not derive from non-living chemi-
cals by strictly natural processes. The idea

that all of humankind came from one pair,

must also be rejected, even though recent
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Geoff Chopmon, of Creotion Resources Trusi, Edilor of
"Creotion Updofe", (No.24, Winier 1996) exploins why -

THE POPE IS WRONG!

On October 23rd, in a news release, the Vatican Information
Service announced that Pope John Paul II had said that evolution
is 'more than just a theory' and compatible with the Christian
f'aith. He said that 'new knowledge leads us to recognise in the
theory ol evolution more than a hypothesis.' And he

acknowledged that the fact that many reached the same

conclusion "constitutes a significant argument in favour of this
theory,"

T'hose of us who are Protestants will nct recognise the Pope's
words as carrying any speciai weight - they are simpiv one man's
opinion However, millions of people will attach great importance
to them, so it is necessary to state that on all counts the Pope is

wrong! What is this 'new knowledge' which has persuadecl the
Pope to make such a claim? Scientifically speaking, evolution is on
shakier ground than ever before" Whether we study the tbssil
record to find out what happened in the past, or living organisms
to observe what is happening now, we see not a trace of evolution
lrom one type to another.

Neither does it make any difference that the majority of scientists
bclieve in evolution. The majority of scientists would probably
disagree with the Pope's strong anti-abortion stance, but that
rvould not mean they are right, for truth is not decided by
majority vote! The Pope ought to be aware that there is a strong
creationist movement within the Roman Catholic Church, with
many Catholic scientists coming out strongly against evolution.
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T'hese include French sedimentologist Guy Berthault, and Polish
geneticist Dr. Maciej Giertych, and one of the best scientific
anti-evolution videos, 'Evolution: Fact or Belief?'was made by a

Catholic.
However it is with regard to Scripture that the Pope is most

mistaken. The Bible teaches that God created a perfect world in
the beginning - indeed, a holy, loving God could do no less. The
idea that God somehow set up a cruel process like evolution as

His means of creating is to suggest that Fle is some kind of sadist.
Humans are a special creation, not the oft'spring of some mythical
ape-man', the culmination of millions of years of death and
struggle. Death - an intruder into creation - entered the world
when Adam and Eve disobeyed God. It was to reverse the effects
of the Fall that Jesus Christ came, and death was 'the enemy' He
overcame. (see Genesis 2: 16-17; Romans 5:12; 1 Corinthians
15:22 &26).

On the subject of evolution and creation, the Pope seems to be
very uninformed about the scientific aspects, and confused about
the theological implications. So, with the greatest respect, we

have to say quite firmly: the Pope is wrong!
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Extracts from your correspondence

"l am very happy to renew my arnual subscription for DAYLIGFIT magazine
rvhich I always look forward to receivinq..." F:.T., Middlesex.

"Thank you very much for Daylight which is excellent. I have intcrested a

friend -_ in it and enclose an order for him..." G.P., Devon.

",..1 would appreciate 2 copies of 'Daytight', it's doing
enjoy reading 'Daylight' & often share articles witb
continue to bless you in your spec'ial missiort."

a very necessary job. I
others. May the Lord

D.L., Herts.

"l cannot tell you how much I appreciate your magazine "DAYLIGHT".
Through the generosity of rny hiend - I have been receiving it for several
years and I have tried to propagate the truth abr:ut evolution with more
success since then.
I am a retired teacher. I cornpleted my rnatric. in Czechoslovakia in 1936 - at
a time when evoiution was still a hypothesis and its pros and cons could be

debated freely. The Catholic priests then regarded "theistic evolution" as

against reason and a danger to the faith! Of this I have had ample proof; in
fact I know no-on€ whose farth has not been undennined, distorted or lost on
account of it. This inciudes the clergyl ... I have shown the video "Evoiution:
Fact or Faith" to friends and had it shown in a few Catholic schools - but
priests and the local hierarchy are either hostile or not interested.
In the past { have inciuded sorne of your articles in a Church magazine... I
would' also like to send a copy of your LtrTTER TO TI{E HIERARCHY OF
SCOTIAND & IRELAND to some priests and bishops of this country."

D.lI., South Africa

"...Cougratulations on the intenrational support you have got.
"The Atheism of Evolution" is a valuable sunrntary of the situation, which I
shall try to spread..." Fr. M.C., Somerset.

"'l'hank you so much for sending me the cassette tape and printed material on
evolution ... I have always been deeply sceptical about the evolutionary project,
thinking that it is at least as much ptrilosophicat in its basis as scientific.
Evolution within species seemed plausible, and I think that St. Augustine saw
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that possibilily. z\iso. I'vi: bccrr arvaro of l)astctrr.'s rrrrrl fukrnclcl's t,xprr: 1.j111..11 1.,.

FLrrthertnore, l'vt: alrvays chuckle<l at how scieutrsts toss alouncl [lillrorr.s el,
vears (-50 billion years otle way or the nthe r set:rrrs not to bothe'r lhcrrr).'l'eilhard 

<le Chardirr. in fu{adtain's wonclerfu{ a-ssessrrrcnt, was r}lore) oi ir pocl
lhart a scientist or philosopher. Yet ['ve ahvays lelt inaciecluate in ierally
dealing with the topic. Flven Stanlev.Iaki scerns elusive in his attenrpts io tre
conrprehensive. All in all, I've accluired a bit anrl piece here ancl there, yorrr
taik was clear and crisp and gave a _qood backdrop to the larger setting..,,

Prof. f,. ('. lJ.S.i\

"Mr. Peter Wilders (Monaco) warrnly Lecornmends yclur tnagazile in an articlc
ol "chdstian order" ...'l-herefbre I'll thank you very nruch if you coulcl put nry
addless on your rnaili4g_iist as rvell as send to lne sonle q!{_issue5 in or<jer t<>

reconrrneud your magazine to tny stude nts at the Urriversity ...."

Prof. G. C., ;\rgentila.

"Our Pope has let us rlown asain lvith his ludicrous statements on l:l,,,olrrtiorr
(Does this rnan ever reacl t.rpposing points) ile is too MAN-centrecl. N'.ot
(iod-centred in his Politics, Phllosophy an<l Aclnrinistration of thr Church.
Redrnond O'FIanlon of the lrish Origins Society has accurately pinporntecl hirn.
Mayfie Archbishop l,efevre was right after all. I hope yr>u will devote the
q$qjl oext issue of "f)ayli*h_r" to this clevastating aftack against our ('reator by
the rnan who is supposed to rcpresent him." (rrrrsigue<l) Ii.S .\.

"z\ppraisable [;'riends,
I thank the [-ord by having tbuud your addrcss.
11 has been about lrvo years sirtce I am lookinq lor creationist orsanisatic>ns in
tlnited Kingclom. It's my intention to initiate a Catholic Assor:iation crl'
(]rcationists in Brazil.
I wt>uld like to receive rnatr:rials and litcraLLue orl crcatiorrisnr tu help irre
clivulee it herc in Llrazil. (lan I courrl ol) you'j)

I nrtt a university teacht:r in llistory. I also havr gra(les irr-l'heoloev arrrl Social
Stuclies. lhave Philosophy irnd (.llittical l)sychokrgy course brrt Itruve n6i
concluclecl them.
I ltopc to clefend Clreationisrn lrere in llrazil for we Are living <litticrrlt tirnes ol
aptistasy. Sencl me, iI possible, copies of statiltes ancl the necessaly rnatclial
yotr t'intl I arn qoing to need in rrry rvork irr Rraz-il.
I rvotrltl likc ttl have thc acldrcss oi irtstitutions anrl authols oI r'rcatioirisrn irrrtl
lxroks to bc c<]itrd here irr tlrazil
I'll be lvaitirtg Iol an allswel thankfirl lor yorrr attcntitlnl' l)r:acon ir.r\. {]rirzii.
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Gerry rufahti*s Ba*k In
f,ngland

In the past ten years, at least fifty Protestant hstors in the
U.S.A. have resigned their posts and have found their way
to Rome. Most have been raised to despise the Catholic

Church. All have sacrificed comfort and security. Many,
like Scott Hahn, Steve Wood, and Gerry Matatics were
graduates of the sarne Protestant institution, the Gordon

Conwell Theologrcal Seminary.
Gerry Matatics will be giving nlks here in March, in

xford, Cambridge, and London.

Thursday March 13th Flom Anti-Catholic to Catholic -

One hotestant Minister's Pilgrimage. 8.30 pm The
'Ne**un Society, Catholic Cftapfaincy, St. Aidates,

Oxford. For details contact Marie Cabaud 01865 27428'1"

Friday March 14th. 7.30 pm. The Bible and Evolution. A
DAYLIGHT meeting. The Parish Cenue, Church of Our
Lady and the English Mafiyrs, Hills Road, Cambridge.
Please conuct P"F. Grac e on 41223-352418 for ft.rrrher

details, parking etc,

Saturday March 15th. ?,pm, The Biblical Foundation for
the Catholic Faith. A Pro Fide Forum Meeting. St.
Vincent's Convent, Carlisle Place, Victoria, London.

Almost adjacent to Westrninster Cathedral.

Contact John Edwards, Secretary, on 0i328-864.i+ 7 'or
further details.
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